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Abstract
Background: The purpose of this study was to determine the possible concurrent validity of the tandem
walk test as a measure of dynamic walking balance.
Methods: Forty-nine healthy participants, age range 20-75 years (mean age 40.1 ± 17.1 years), performed
the ten step tandem walk test and two clinical tests of dynamic balance using the Biodex Balance System
(Biodex Medical Systems, Shirley, NY) dynamic limits of stability protocol and measures of gait variability
assessed through gait center of pressure, spatial, and temporal parameters derived from an instrumented
treadmill (h/p/cosmos sports & medical gmbh, Nussdorf-Traunstein, Germany; Zebris FDM-T, Isny im
Allgau, Germany).
Results: A moderate-high correlation was demonstrated between the ten step tandem walk test eyes open
and measures of gait variability, step width (r=0.64 p<0.05) and step time variability ( r=0.67 p<0.05),
age (r=0.69 p<0.05), and Biodex Balance System dynamic limits of stability (r=0.81 p<0.05). A moderate
relationship was found between the ten step tandem walk test eyes open and measures of gait center of
pressure variability (r=0.52 p<0.05). Correlation coefficient values between the ten step tandem walk test
eyes open and Biodex Balance System dynamic limits of stability, gait temporal, center of pressure, and
spatial parameters demonstrated increased strength when adjusted for age.
Conclusion: The ten step tandem walk test demonstrated a moderate to high relationship with clinical tests
of dynamic balance: Biodex Balance System dynamic limits of stability and gait center of pressure, spatial,
and time parameters in a healthy population demonstrating concurrent validity as an objective measure of
dynamic walking balance in a healthy population between the ages of 20 and 75 years.
Keywords: Postural balance, validation studies, gait, tandem walk, tandem walk test

Introduction

Dynamic walking balance is an elusive construct, yet to be
quantitatively identified by a gold standard measurement [1].
Lark & Pasupuleti [2] referenced any situation that maximally
narrowed an individual’s base of support (BOS) maximally challenged her/his dynamic balance, therefore,walking tests that
serve to maximally narrow an individual’s BOS, theoretically,
should maximally challenge her/his dynamic walking balance.
Many laboratory tests and components of functional performance test batteries, such as the Fullerton Advanced Balance

Scale [3,4], the LIFE pilot study protocol [5], Good Walkers Test
[6], and the Established Populations for Epidemiologic Studies
of the Elderly (EPIDOS) Prospective Study balance protocol [7]
reported to test dynamic walking balance, most frequently
used to predict those at risk for falls. These test batteries have
been validated specifically for the elderly population which
has been identified as a population predisposed to impaired
dynamic walking balance and falls [8-10] hence, limiting these
tests’ capacity towards accurately depicting dynamic walking
balance in a healthy, younger population. Measures of gait
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variability (center of pressure (COP) [11-13], temporal [14-18],
and spatial [19-22] measures) and balance systems, such as
the Biodex Balance System (Biodex Medical Systems, Shirley,
NY) have commonly been used in the laboratory setting in
an attempt to quantify and qualify dynamic walking balance.
Variability of the COP trajectory upon walking has demonstrated the capacity to discriminate between individuals with
stable and unstable gait and has been used as a measure of
dynamic walking balance [11-13]. COP variability was sensitive to age related changes in gait patterns between middle
aged and young female healthy participants [11], utilized as
a composite measure of center of mass (COM) and COP to
quantify balance control during gait in fall prone and healthy
elderly walkers [12], and successfully used to characterize
measures of postural control/dynamic balance under both
normal and neurologically impaired gait [13].
Temporal gait parameters such as stride time, swing time,
and step time variability demonstrated the ability to discriminate between fallers and non-fallers and were considered
representative of dynamic walking balance [14,15]. Swing time
variability, independent of gait speed, was found to be a valid
measure of gait rhythmicity and walking balance [16]. Stride
time variability was correlated (r=0.89 p<.0001) with swing time
variability and suggested as an indicator of dynamic walking
balance [15]. Low stride time variability equated to safe gait
and increased gait stability [17]. Participants with neuropathic
gait demonstrated increased step time variability which was
associated (r=0.62 p=.032) with unstable walking [18].
Variability within spatial gait parameters, such as step width,
step length, and stride length, has equated an increase in variability to an increased risk of falls in elderly individuals [19-22].
The Biodex Balance System (Biodex Medical Systems,
Shirley, NY) (BBS) has been used to quantitatively characterize
dynamic balance in a multitude of settings. The Biodex Balance System dynamic limits of stability test (BBS DLOS) was
used to discriminate dynamic balance between individuals
with rheumatoid arthritis and controls [23], very old male and
female nursing home residents [24], and for the quantitative
assessment of balance in individuals with spinocerebellar
ataxia [25]. Clinical utility of the BBS DLOS was determined
through intra-tester, inter-tester [26] and test-retest reliability
[27]. The BBS DLOS was compared to the NeuroCom Smart
Balance Master system (NeuroCom International, Clackamas,
OR) to assess the dynamic balance discrimination capacity
between the two systems [1].
Accurate quantification of gait stability requires sophisticated instrumentation not available to most clinicians [2].
Laboratory measures of dynamic walking balance demonstrate
limited clinical utility due to prohibitive cost and portability
limitations. The tandem walk test (TWT) has been historically
utilized as a reliable measure of dynamic walking balance
since 1938 by Dain who measured dynamic balance in boys
between the ages of 13 and 18 via a beam walking test and
later utilized and refined by Graybiel & Fregly in 1965 [28-30].
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The TWT has frequently been included in standard neurological examinations to indicate neuro-motor competence
and dynamic balance capacity [31-33]. The TWT test has
been utilized as the dynamic walking balance component
of several validated test batteries regarding fall prediction
in the elderly, such as the Fullerton Advanced Balance Scale
[3,4], the LIFE pilot study protocol [5], Good Walkers Test [6],
and the EPIDOS Prospective Study balance protocol [7]. The
TWT has been utilized as a test of dynamic walking balance
to determine gait stability and pathological quantification
including prediction of falls in the elderly population [3,9,34-40],
diagnose ataxia and other vestibular disorders [29,41], test
for vertigo [42], tropical ataxic neuropathy [43], traumatic
brain injury [40], peripheral neuropathy [44], and functional
mobility [45-48]. The TWT is considered a clinically efficacious
test of dynamic balance in medical text books [29,49] and
for research purposes [2,50]. The TWT has been utilized as
a measure of dynamic walking balance in both clinical and
research settings.
The TWT is a simple, commonly used clinical assessment for
the purpose of testing dynamic walking balance in patients
and study participants. To date, no studies have served to
validate the TWT as a clinically efficacious measure of dynamic
walking balance in the general population [44], yet there has
been a strong assumption that the TWT is a valid measure of
dynamic walking balance due to its propensity to maximally
narrow individuals’ walking BOS [2].
Therefore, the purpose of this investigation was to determine
the concurrent validity of the ten step TWT eyes open (TSTWT
EO) [8] as a tool for determining dynamic walking balance
in a cross-sectional healthy population between the ages of
20 and 75 years to support the hypothesis that the TSTWT
EO demonstrates concurrent validity as a test of dynamic
walking balance due to its association with laboratory-based
tests of dynamic balance. Concurrent validation of the TSTWT
EO was tested through examination of its relationship with
several laboratory based measures of balance, including the
modified Fall Risk Questionnaire (mFRQ) [51], BBS DLOS, and
COP, temporal, and spatial measures of gait variability quantified by a h/p/cosmos (h/p/cosmos sports & medical gmbh,
Nussdorf-Traunstein, Germany; Zebris FDM-T, Isny im Allgau,
Germany) instrumented treadmill with a Zebris pressure
platform utilizing Noraxon (Noraxon U.S.A. Inc., Scottsdale,
Arizona) myopressure software.

Methods

Participants

This cross-sectional study was conducted at Southern Connecticut State University (SCSU) in greater New Haven County
of Connecticut, USA and was approved by the Southern
Connecticut State University Institutional Review Board (IRB
#15-139). Forty-nine healthy participants from New Haven
County, Connecticut (USA) between the ages of 20 and
75 years were recruited for voluntary test participation. All
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participants completed written informed consent prior to
study participation.
Study participant inclusion criteria were: Participants had
to be between the ages of 20-75 years old, walk without an
assistive device (cane, walker, crutches), no lower extremity
or trunk surgeries within the past year, no acute illness or
traumatic injury, no unstable health conditions, and had
to be able to walk for greater than or equal to four minutes
continuously without help/assistance.

Procedures

1.

2.
3.
4.

Participants were explained the test purpose, methodology, and asked to sign the informed consent document.
Upon voluntary acceptance of study participation:
Participants completed a modified version of Rubenstein
and colleagues’ Fall Risk Questionnaire (mFRQ) prior to
test protocol initiation [51].
Each participant wore a standard rehabilitative gait belt
(Briggs Healthcare, Waukegan, IL) for the duration of the
test session.
Participant demographic data were collected [age (years),
gender, height, body mass, and body mass index (BMI)
(kg•m-2)]. Height and weight were assessed using a medical scale (Detecto, Webb City, MO-USA).

Tandem walk test

A fifteen foot long, one inch wide piece of white training tape
was placed along a level concrete floor approximately two
feet away from and parallel with a wall. The participant was
asked to walk forward along the taped line, placing one foot
directly in front of the other, as per the heel of one foot directly in front and in contact with the toes of the contralateral
foot. Each participant attempted two trials, two sets each for
TSTWT EO then TSTWT eyes closed (EC) per trial. Each participant was asked to tandem walk a maximum of ten steps
at a comfortable pace with his/her arms folded across his/
her chest without performing a test error including forward
progression stoppage, sidestepping, opening the eyes (if
applicable), unfolding arms, not maintaining a parallel foot
position with the taped line (when applicable), and/or requiring gait belt assistance to maintain an upright position [29].
Test protocol was demonstrated prior to the participant’s
attempts. Maximum number of steps achieved before error
was recorded.
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increased unilateral and side to side variability of the COP
trajectory indicative of reduced dynamic walking balance
capacity [11-13]. COP measures [ length of gait line left/right
(mm) which described the trajectory of the pressure center,
accounted for all trajectory planar deviations, and assessed
for individual ground contacts on one side of the body; single
support line left/right(mm)quantified as the average length
of the unilateral trajectory line which described the trajectory
of the pressure center and accounted for all ground contacts;
and single support line percent difference which described
the single support line side to side differences] collected at
300Hz, gait spatial measures (cm) [step length coefficient
of variation(CV) left/right; step length percent difference;
step width; and step width CV], temporal measures (s) [step
time CV; stride time CV; and swing time CV], and gait phase
parameters [double stance percentage, cadence, and gait
speed] were obtained from participants while walking on
a h/p/cosmos-Zebris Medical instrumented treadmill/force
platform (h/p/cosmos sports & medical gmbh, NussdorfTraunstein, Germany; Zebris FDM-T, Isny im Allgau, Germany)
with Noraxon Myopressure analytical software (Noraxon U.S.A.
Inc., Scottsdale, Arizona). Participants were asked to walk
at a comfortable, self-selected speed for four minutes with
data, described above, collected over the last 60 seconds of
the trial. Each participant was asked not to talk and to look
straight ahead while walking on the treadmill. Treadmill
speed was determined by advancing the treadmill speed one
kilometer per hour until a self-reported comfortable speed
was determined; the four minute protocol was then initiated.
The participant walked at his/her self-selected pace for three
minutes to allow for treadmill walking acclimation with an
additional one minute data collection period. The participant
was assisted off of the instrumented treadmill and escorted
to a chair for three minutes of rest.

Biodex Balance System (BBS) Dynamic Limits of Stability (DLOS) (Biodex Medical Systems, Shirley, NY)

Participants were provided a verbal explanation and physical
demonstration of the dynamic limits of stability (DLOS) test
protocol. Participants were asked to step on the BBS stance
platform for support rail and biofeedback display adjustment
to ensure safety and comfort. Participant foot placement
was adjusted on the BBS platform as standardized by BBS
normative criteria based on participant height. One practice
set, which consisted of three untimed practice trials, was
Gait data (COP, spatial, temporal measures) and gait performed prior to data collection trials. Participants stood
phase parameters
on an unstable platform, shifted, and controlled their COG
COP, in relation to dynamic walking balance, is the focal point within their moving BOS in an attempt to direct a cursor on
of location of the vertical ground reaction force vector rela- a biofeedback display from a centralized target to eight petive to thefoot in contact with the supporting surface which rimeter targets as quickly and with as little path deviation as
elicits a COP trajectory as the foot translates on the supporting possible. DLOS data were gathered over the course of three
surface [11,13]. The degree of variability within the COP trajec- sets, each set consisted of three untimed trials with a three
tory has been used to quantify static and dynamic postural minute rest interval between each set (52). Balance platform
control in both normal and pathological populations with stability was set at level eight of a 12 point scale with 12 being
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most stable and one being least stable. An overall balance
index was used for data analyses.

ference (r=0.31 p=0.05). A moderate positive [53] relationship
was demonstrated between the TSTWT EO and participant
BMI (r=0.50) and a moderate-high positive [53] relationship
Statistical analysis
was demonstrated between the TSTWT EO and participant
Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficient (r) was age (r=0.69) (Table 2).
calculated to describe the relationship between the TSTWT
Multiple linear regression analyses were performed to adEO and the BBS DLOS overall index, measures of gait variance just data for participant age. A high positive [53] relationship
(COP, temporal, and spatial measures) primarily expressed as was demonstrated between the TSTWT EO and the BBS DLOS,
coefficient of variation (CV)(standard deviation/mean*100), TSTWT EC, step width CV, and step width percent difference
primarily used to standardize unilateral data (with the excep- (r=0.86, r=0.84, r=0.81, and r=0.75, respectively). A high position of step width CV) and account for associated variability tive [53] relationship was demonstrated between the TSTWT
in the referenced data set, and percent difference, used to EO and the mFRQ (r=0.74), COP single support line left and
assess side to side symmetry, TSTWT EC, gait phase param- right (r=0.73), COP length of gait line right (r=0.73), double
eters (gait speed, cadence, double stance), and participant stance percentage (r=0.72), step time variability (r=0.71),
BMI and age. Linearity of data was determined from scatter single support line difference (r=0.71), gait cadence (r=0.71),
diagram analysis. Multiple linear regression analyses were step length difference (r=0.70), and COP length of gait line
calculated to adjust for participant age. All analyses were left (r=0.70) (Table 3).
performed using SPSS (version 21). Statistical significance
was determined at an alpha value of less than 0.05 (α< 0.05). Discussion
The TWT has historically been utilized as a reliable measure
Results
of dynamic walking balance in both clinical and research
Forty-nine volunteers successfully completed the current test settings, yet to date, no studies have served to validate the
protocol. See Table 1 for participant characteristics.
TWT as a clinically efficacious measure of dynamic walking balance in a healthy population. The purpose of this
investigation was to determine the concurrent validity of
the ten step TWT eyes open (TSTWT EO) [8] as a tool for the
Table 1. Participant Characteristics.
assessment
of dynamic walking balance in a cross-sectional
Age (years)
40.1±17.1
healthy population between the ages of 20 and 75 years.
Age Range (years)
20-75
The results from the current study supported the hypothesis
-2
Body Mass Index (kg•m ) 25.24±4.47
that the TSTWT EO demonstrated concurrent validity as a
Participant Females (n)
30
test of dynamic walking balance in a cross-sectional, healthy
population. The walk on floor eyes closed (WOFEC) version
Participant Males (n)
19
of the TWT had been validated, validity coefficient of .83, as
Age and BMI are presented as mean±standard deviation
a discriminatory test of walking dynamic balance in its ability
Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficient (r) was to identify participants with labyrinthine defective ataxia [29],
performed between the TSTWT EO and research variables as a component of balance test batteries primarily utilized
including the TSTWT EC, BBS DLOS Index, and the mFRQ for elderly populations for the purpose of fall prediction [3-7],
demonstrating p< 0.05 with a high positive correlation [53] but had not been validated as an individualized measure of
demonstrated with the TSTWT EC (r=0.78), BBS DLOS overall walking dynamic balance in a healthy population within the
index (r=0.81), and a moderate positive correlation [53] with age range of 20 and 75 years. The TSTWT EO demonstrated
the mFRQ (r=0.61) (Table 2).
moderate to high positive [53] correlation values with comA moderate positive [53] relationship was demonstrated monly used laboratory measures of dynamic balance (BBS
between the TSTWT EO and spatial measures of gait (cm); step DLOS, gait COP, time, and spatial measures, and the mFRQ) in
width percent difference (r=0.61), step width CV (r=0.64), and a healthy population between the ages of 20-75 years, with
step length CV left and right (r=0.48 and r=0.49, respectively). increased strength of association demonstrated when values
A moderate positive [53] relationship was demonstrated were adjusted for participant age.
between the TSTWT EO and temporal measures of gait (s);
step time CV (r=0.67) and swing time CV (r=0.57) (Table 2).
COP parameters
A low positive [53] to moderate positive [53]relationship COP trajectory has been used to measure static and dynamic
was demonstrated between the TSTWT EO and COP meas- postural control and as a balance index for normal and pathoures (mm); length of gait line left and right (r=0.35 and 0.31, logical populations [11,13]. Bizovska et al. [11] demonstrated
respectively), length of gait line CV (r=0.52), single support a difference in COP trajectory upon walking between healthy
line left and right (r=0.51 and r=0.52, respectively), single young and middle-aged women, alluding to age-associated
support line CV (r=0.48), and single support line percent dif- reduced dynamic walking balance and the efficacy of gait COP
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Table 2. Pearson’s Product Moment Correlation Coefficients between TSTWT EO, BBS DLOS, &
TSTWT EC and Measures of Dynamic Walking Balance.
Research Variables
Step Time CV*

TSTWT EO TSTWT EC BBS DLOS
r=0.52
r=0.41
r=0.67
p=0.007
p=0.050
p=0.18

Swing Time CV*

r=0.57
p=0.02

---

---

Stride Time CV*

r=0.43
p=0.04

---

r=0.33
p=0.03

Cadence (steps/min)

r=0.16
p=0.33

r=0.09
p=0.58

r=0.14
p=0.37

Step Length Percent Difference

r=0.27
p=0.31
r=0.48
p=< 0.05
r=0.49
p=<0.05

r=0.28
p=0.08
----

r=0.18
p=0.26
-----

Step Width (cm)

r=0.61
p=0.006

r=0.67
p=0.03

r=0.75
p=0.01

Step Width CV*

r=0.64
p=0.006

r=0.44
p=0.02

r=0.52
p=0.008

COP Single Support Line Percent Difference (%)

r=0.31
p=0.05

r=0.38
p=0.01

r=0.31
p=0.05

COP Single Support Line Left (mm)

r=0.51
p=0.001
r=0.52
p=0.0007
r=0.35
p=0.03
r=0.31
p=0.05
r=0.28
p=0.08

r=0.39
p=0.01
r=0.37
p=0.02
r=0.29
p=0.07
r=0.24
p=0.14
r=0.18
p=0.27

r=0.48
p=0.002
r=0.53
p=0.0005
r=0.36
p=0.024
r=0.22
p=0.17
r=0.27
p=0.10

r=0.24
p=0.13

r=0.16
p=0.32

r=0.24
p=0.13

Biodex Balance System Dynamic Limits of Stability (stability r=0.81
index)
p=3.81E-12
r=0.50
Body Mass Index (BMI) (kg•m-2)
p=0.001
Modified Fall Risk Questionnaire
r=0.61
p=7.1E-06

r=0.73
p=0.02
r=0.31
p=0.05
---

--r=0.50
p=0.001
---

Age (y)

r=0.58
p=.000
---

r=0.50
p=0.000
---

Step Length CV* Left
Step Length CV* Right

COP Single Support Line Right (mm)
COP Length of Gait Line Left (mm)
COP Length of Gait Line Right (mm)
Double Stance Percentage of Gait Cycle (%)
Gait Speed (m/s)

Ten Step Tandem Walk Test Eyes Closed

r=0.69
p=8.61E-08
r = 0.78
p = 3.04E-10

* Coefficient of variation(standard deviation/mean*100)

trajectory parameters in classifying dynamic walking balance. [12]. COP measures reviewed in the present study were single
Lee & Chow [12] investigated COM and COP inclination angles, support COP trajectory line, left and right, and length of COP
derived from both sagittal and frontal plane trajectories, in trajectory gait line, left and right. A moderate correlation was
elderly walkers with a history of falls or unstable gait. Increased demonstrated between theTSTWT EO and single support
COM-COP frontal plane trajectory excursion identified elderly COP trajectory line, left and right (r=0.51 p=0.001 and r=0.52
participants with dynamic walking balance abnormalities p=0.0007, respectively). The strength of relationship increased
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Table 3. Pearson’s Product Moment Correlation Coefficients Adjusted for Age.
Research Variables (Age Adjusted)

TSTWT EO

Step Time CV*

r=0.71 p=0.000

Swing Time CV*

r=0.70 p=0.0001

Stride Time CV*

r=0.70 p=0.000

Cadence (steps/min)

r=0.71 p=0.004

Step Length Percent Difference (%)

r=0.70 p=0.02

Step Width (cm)

r=0.75 p=0.01

Step Width CV*

r=0.81 p=0.0001

COP Single Support Line Percent Difference (%)

r=0.71 p=0.01

COP Single Support Line Left (mm)

r=0.73 p=0.03

COP Single Support Line Right (mm)

r=0.73 p=0.03

COP Length of Gait Line Left (mm)

r=0.71 p=0.02

COP Length of Gait Line Right (mm)

r=0.73 p=0.006

Double Stance Percentage (%)

r=0.72 p=0.04

Biodex Balance System Dynamic Limits of Stability (stability index)

r=0.86 p=3.17E-08

Body Mass Index (BMI) (kg•m-2)

r=0.77 p=0.0005

Modified Fall Risk Questionnaire (mFRQ)

r=0.74 p=0.008

Ten Step Tandem Walk Test Eyes Closed

r=0.84 p < 0.000

*Coefficient of variation

to a high-positive [53] correlation when adjusted for age (r
= 0.73 p=0.03 left and right). A low-positive [53] correlation
was determined between the TSTWT EO and length of COP
trajectory gait line, left and right (r=0.35 p=0.03 and r=0.31
p=0.05, respectively) yet the correlational strength increased
to a high-positive [53] relationship when data were adjusted
for age (r=0.70 p=0.02 left and r=0.73 p=0.006 right). This
low to high positive relationship between COP trajectory
measures and the TSTWT EO implied that the relationship
between dynamic walking balance and the TSTWT EO was
strong when age was accounted for and low to moderate
when age was not considered.

p=0.007) and high-positive [53] (r=0.71 p=0.000) correlations
with step time CV relative to unadjusted and data adjusted
for participant age, respectively. Frenkel-Toledo et al. [16]
found an independent relationship between gait stability
and swing-time variability, hypothesized as a valid indicator
of gait steadiness and fall risk, indicative of dynamic walking
balance. A moderate-high positive[53] relationship, without
and with age adjustment (r=0.57 p=0.02, r=0.71 p=0.000, respectively) was found between swing-time CV and the TSTWT
EO, indicating a moderate to high positive [53] relationship
between dynamic walking balance and the TSTWT EO. Gait
stride-to-stride fluctuations have been associated with falls,
individuals at risk for falls, and normal aging [14,15]. CommuTemporal parameters
nity-dwelling older adults demonstrated a fivefold increase
Irregular temporal parameters of gait have been associated in the possibility of falls upon only a moderate increase in
with aging, falls, and a variety of diseases [18]. Step time vari- stride time variability, indicative of gait instability and walkability has been associated gait pattern changes identified ing dynamic balance [14,15]. The TSTWT EO demonstrated a
with aging, traumatic brain injury, diabetes mellitus associ- moderate [53] (r=0.43 p=0.04) correlation with stride time CV
ated peripheral neuropathy, Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s and a high positive [53] (r=0.70 p=0.000) correlation when
disease, affective psychiatric disorder, fall risk, and falls [18]. adjusted for participant age, demonstrating a strong associaRichardson et al. [18] studied the relationship between step tion between the TSTWT EO and dynamic walking balance.
length and step time variability on both smooth and irregular
walking surfaces in older participants with neuropathy. An Spatial parameters
inverse relationship was reported between step length and Stride to stride variability has been associated with risk of disstep time variability, which indicated that as step length de- ability [19] and falls [20]. Brach et al. [19,20] found that both
creased, as found with reduced gait stabilization, step time excessive and reduced step width variability were indicative
variability increased linking increased step time variability of gait instability as the ability to modify step width with gait
with reduced walking stability, hence, reduced walking bal- was shown as a compensatory mechanism used to stabilize
ance [18]. The TSTWT EO demonstrated moderate [53] (r=0.67 the COM under varying gait conditions, such as altered speed
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and/or uneven terrain. An age-associated increase in step
width variability allowed for accurate participant age-range
identification, which associated step width variability with risk
for future falls [15,22]. The TSTWT EO demonstrated a high
positive [53] correlation with step width with and without age
adjustment (r=0.75 p=0.01 and r=0.61 p=0.006, respectively).
A high positive correlation existed between the TSTWT EO
and step width CV when data was adjusted for age (r=0.81
p=0.000), which suggested a strong association between the
TSTWT EO and dynamic walking balance.

Arnold [26] determined the intertester and intratester reliability values for the BBS DLOS for dynamic balance through
a unilateral stance protocol based on anterior to posterior
(A-P), medial lateral (M-L), and overall stability indices. Intertester and intra-tester ICC stability scores ranged from .70
to .42 and .80 to .43, respectively [26]. Schmitz & Arnold [26]
concluded that the BBS was a reliable tool for testing dynamic
stability. The BBS DLOS system appeared to accurately and
uniquely depict dynamic balance in both pathological and
healthy populations. The strong association found between
the TSTWT EO and BBS DLOS suggested a strong relationship
Biodex Balance System Dynamic Limits of Stability
between dynamic balance and the TSTWT EO. Despite methThe TSTWT EO demonstrated a high positive [53] correlation odological controls built into this research design, a degree
with the BBS DLOS test both prior to and with age-adjusted of subjectivity in regards to TSTWT LOB assignment may
participant data ( r=0.81p=0.000 and r=0.86 p=0.000, respec- have influenced test results. Not with standing the reported
tively). Aydog et al. [23] compared dynamic balance between clinical efficacy of the TSTWT EO as reported in the current
two groups of participants, healthy controls and participants study, careful consideration regarding clinical application of
with lower extremity involved rheumatoid arthritis (RA) and this study’s findings should be applied to dynamic walking
found dynamic balance was negatively affected in individuals balance test selection as the participant population was
with RA compared to healthy control participants which was limited to a healthy population and did not include a clinical
objectively demonstrated using the BBS DLOS [23]. Mohan population. The propensity of the TSTWT EO to maximally
et al. utilized the BBS DLOS system to quantify dynamic bal- narrow an individual’s BOS may overly challenge a clinical
ance in individuals with spinocerebellar ataxia in order to population with diminished dynamic walking capacity. The
determine the efficacy of rehabilitative interventions [25]. purpose of this study was to validate the TSTWT’s capacity to
Dynamic balance was compared between participants with assess dynamic walking balance in a healthy population, not
diagnosed spinocerebellar ataxia and age matched healthy a clinically balance impaired population. A future direction for
controls [25]. The BBS DLOS was reported to be the best this research should entail usage of similar test methodology
predictor of pathological dynamic balance [25]. Pickerill in a participant population with known diminished dynamic
& Harter attempted to establish the concurrent validity of walking capacity.
two DLOS balance systems, BBS and the NeuroCom Smart
Balance Master (Clackamas, OR) and found a low positive, Conclusion
yet non-significant correlation (r=0.33 p=0.12) between the There appeared to be a moderate to high positive [53] relatwo systems for overall directional balance control measures tionship between theTSTWT EO and commonly used labora[1]. The non-significant low correlation was attributed to tory measures of dynamic balance (BBS DLOS and gait COP,
differences in testing protocols [1]. The BBS DLOS provided temporal, and spatial parameters) in a healthy population
a greater challenge to participant’s functional stability due between the ages of 20-75 years, with increased strength
to its unstable standing base and was reported to uniquely of association demonstrated when values were adjusted for
challenge dynamic balance, yet Pickerill and Harter [1] found participant age. The TSTWT EO did not demonstrate criterion
the NeuroCom (Clackamas, OR) to be more reliable as a LOS validity as a measure of walking dynamic balance since no
measure. Pickerill & Harter [1] reported the NeuroCom LOS criterion standard regarding dynamic walking balance has been
maintained a fixed BOS, the BBS DLOS maintained foot posi- identified, yet, due to the strength of association between the
tion, yet the unstable stance platform of the BBS DLOS system TSTWT EO and commonly used measures of dynamic walking
continuously altered participant’s BOS resulting in a greater balance, the TSTWT EO demonstrated convergent-construct
dynamic balance challenge. Hinman [27] found the BBS to validity as a measure of walking dynamic balance. The TWT
be a reliable instrument for use in testing and quantifying has historically been utilized as a measure of dynamic walkdynamic balance in a healthy population. Limits of stability ing balance due to its propensity to maximally narrow the
testing using the BBS was more difficult for participants than base of support of the tested individual [2], but theTSTWT EO
LOS testing using the NeuroCom due to the BBS’s unstable was never validated as a test of dynamic walking balance in a
stance platform [27]. Hinman [27] suggested that dynamic healthy population between the ages of 20 and 75 years. The
balance testing using the BBS LOS test may have been too TSTWT EO was found to be a clinically efficacious quantitative
difficult for a participant population with pre-existing balance and qualitative measure of dynamic walking balance which
impairments as a percentage of test participants were unable demonstrated significant clinical utility compared with the
to complete the DLOS tests without using upper extremity afore-mentioned laboratory tests utilized as tests of dynamic
assistance to prevent complete loss of balance. Schmitz & walking balance considering cost and portability.
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